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Abstract: Cancer is a disease very common to both rural and urban peoples. It is the abnormal growth of some body cells which then destroy the normal functioning of surrounding cells. Cancer has different stages and can be cured easily if diagnosed earlier. Breast Cancer is widespread among the women of different age groups which results in untimely death of so many ladies. As the cause of every cancer occurs before its actual appearance in the human body, sequential pattern from cancer datasets can be useful for determining the cause of Breast Cancer before its actual occurrence in the women body. In this article, we put forward a technique for digging out such patterns from Breast Cancer data. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is demonstrated by the experimental studies made with a real Breast Cancer dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer has been considered as a fatal disease. It is very much prevalent among people of different ages. In USA itself the cancer mortality rate is 163.5% as from 2011 to 2015 as National Cancer Institute data [1]. And the mortality rate is much higher among women, 198%. Out of these Breast Cancer contributes huge number of deaths. Breast Cancer is identified by its symptoms / signs like lump or mass, swelling, exasperation or dimpling in skin, soreness in breast or nipple, nipple retraction, reddish colour, scaly or thickened or discharge nipple. It has been found that if cancer is diagnosed earlier the possibility of prognosis increases proportionately. In the case of Breast Cancer the possibility is much more [2]. As the cause of a disease appears earlier than the actual occurrence of the disease, the same thing happens for Breast Cancer also. A Breast Cancer data is a collection of file of records of patients collected over a period of time where each record is consisting of symptoms / signs, the results of different pathological tests containing features of cancer, such as genetic mutations, cell signatures, DNA methylation on the patient’s body etc. besides the patient’s personal information and the records are put together in accordance with the date of visit of patients in the Cancer Hospital. Each file is associated with one patient. From such dataset if we are able to find the cause of occurrence Breast Cancer, the possibility of better prognosis will increase in manifolds. The sequential patterns can be successfully used for this purpose.

Sequential pattern from big data deals with finding order of occurrence events (a set of items). It is proposed in 1995, by Agrawal and Srikant [3]. In [4], authors put forwarded an efficient algorithm for finding sequential patterns. In [5], the authors have proposed a method of discovering sequential patterns from medical datasets. In [6], the authors have used classification rule based method for improving managerial efficacy in better dealing with cancer patients. The rules extracted by the method [6], can be directly incorporated to the healthcare system. In [7], the authors have proposed a method called differential sequential pattern mining to support insulin therapy. In [8], the authors have used DNA micro-array data to identify cancer patients.

In this article, we recommend an algorithm for the extraction of sequential patterns from Breast Cancer datasets which can be used for prediction of the Breast Cancer. The efficiency of our method is demonstrated with the experimental studies using a Breast Cancer dataset [9].

The article is structured in the following manner. In section-2, we present some related recent developments in this area. In section-3, we discuss the terminology utilized in the algorithm. In section-4, we present the algorithm proposed in this paper. In section-5, we talk about our findings and the conclusion is given in section-6.

II. RELATED WORK

Breast Cancer is the disease common to the ladies of different age groups and there are lots of untimely deaths of women due to Breast Cancer. In [10], authors have proposed a mining technique in DNA to identify the Breast Cancer. In [8], the authors have proposed a nice method of identifying the Cancer Patients. In [8], the classification based methods are introduced for the diagnosis of Cancer patients. In [11], the authors have made comparative studies on K-nearest neighbor, Naïve Baysian method and SVM based methods. In [12], R. J. Oskouei et al have made a comprehensive analysis of several works related to the applications of data mining on breast cancer diagnosis. In [13], authors have proposed a SVM based method which increases the accuracy of breast cancer diagnosis and minimizes errors. In [14] authors have conducted a comparative study of applications of classification schemes for early detection of breast cancer. Similar works were done in [15], where it have been found that J48 decision tree is quite efficient in comparison to other classification based techniques. In [16], the authors have proposed a framework named XBPF for breast cancer diagnosis. In [17], V. Kumar et al proposed a differential
classification based method for the predictions of malignant and benign breast cancer.

The sequence mining problem is proposed by in 1995 Agrawal and Srikant [3] while working super-market data. A couple of algorithms have been developed for this purpose and GSP [4] is one of them. It was then applied in many other fields like health care, education, text mining, telecommunication, intrusion detections etc [18]. Similarly it has been used for finding mining sequence pattern from medical datasets [5]. In [6], authors have applied classification rule and sequential patterns for improving managerial efficacy in healthcare system for better dealing with cancer patients. In [7], the authors have proposed a method for providing support to insulin therapy. In [19], the authors proposed a method for finding time-constrained sequential pattern from medical datasets. In [20], an analytic study on the navigation behavior integrating multiple source of website is done. In [21], the authors have discussed the technique of discovering actionable marketing intelligence in E-commerce scenario. In [22], the authors have developed a combined classifier with an extended tree structure and decision tree which can predict any desired customer event. In [23], the authors have tried to address the problem text categorization and proposed an approach called SPaC (sequential pattern for Categorization). In [24], the authors have proposed a system for the detection of misuse from attack data by enhancing the functionalities of Snort network-based detection system which has the ability to find out the sequential intrusion behavior. In this article we are proposing the sequential pattern mining method to identify the cause of breast cancer before its actual occurrence in the women’s body. In other words, we are going find a model which can be used for prediction of breast cancer by providing it causes before its occurrence on the women’s body.

III. TERMINOLOGY USED

In below we discuss some of terms, notations and notations used in this article.

Let us consider a set $S = \{\delta_1, \delta_2, ..., \delta_m\}$ consisting of $m$ distinct symptoms / signs. A non-empty, unordered collection of one or more symptoms / signs is associated as disease. We denote a disease by $(\delta_1, \delta_2, ..., \delta_k)$, where $\delta_i$ is a symptom / sign in $S$. For our convenience we take value of the symptoms / sign as binary. Also we will use symptoms, signs and diseases alternately.

A transaction corresponds to a collection of binary values where each value determines the presence or absence of a symptoms / sign. Thus each patient is associated with an ordered transaction sequence and is input to the algorithm. In below we discuss some terms of sequence mining of medical data which are used in our article.

A. Sequence

An ordered set of symptoms / signs is termed as sequence say $\delta$ and is represented by $\delta = (\delta_1 \rightarrow \delta_2 \rightarrow ... \rightarrow \delta_n)$, where symptom/sign of a disease is denoted by $\delta_i$. A sequence $\delta$ is an $n$-sequence, if $\sum |\delta|$ is equal to $n$. By deleting some symptoms/signs/diseases from a sequence a subsequence can be constructed. If a sequence $s$ is a subsequence of another sequence $\delta$ then we say $s$ supports $\delta$.

Let us consider the dataset of input sequences, $\Pi$, where each sequence is a set of ordered transactions.

B. Frequency of a sequence

The total number of input sequence of $\Pi$ which supports the sequence $\delta$, is said to be the frequency of $\delta$.

C. Maximal Sequence

A sequence whose frequency exceeds some user-specified threshold is called frequent sequence. Also a maximal frequent sequence is frequent sequence which is not contained in any other frequent sequence.

The justification behind the frequent sequences lies in extracting precedence and causal relationships within the diseases or symptoms which make them statistically notable.

IV. ALGORITHM PROPOSED

Sequential patterns (diseases) extraction process is composed of the following steps. A breast cancer data is in the raw form. It contains categorical, integer, real and also sometimes fuzzy attributes. Data preprocessing is applied at the beginning to change the raw form into a suitable type. It is to be mentioned here that we will consider all those parameters from the data which may contribute to any symptoms of breast cancer. Here each transaction will be a set of binary values where each value would correspond to a symptom/sign of breast cancer. So a transaction can be considered as a set of symptoms / signs which may indicate the presence or absence of breast cancer disease. Therefore each sequence of transactions corresponds to a record in $\Pi$. Thus actually the algorithm takes as input the sequences of set of symptoms / signs. The system architecture of the proposed whole process is given below in figure1.

![Fig1: The system architecture](image-url)

The algorithm or process goes through many passes. The pass1 finds out the support of each symptoms / signs separately. At the end of pass1, the output will be frequent 1-sequence. The pseudo code of frequent 1-sequence for finding algorithm is given below.

**Algorithm1 (For finding $F[S1]=\{\text{the frequent sequence of size-1}\}$)**

$CS[1]=\{\delta[k]; k=1, 2, ..., n\}$ where $\delta[k]$ = $k$th symptoms/signs for $k=1, k_{max} = k++$

set $\delta_{\text{count}}[k]=0$

for each $t$, input sequence in the dataset
for(k=1; k<=n; k++) do
if (δ[k]≥θ) then
δ_count[k]++
else if δ_count[k]>0
δ[k]∈FS[k]

Every symptom / sign is having a support count δ_count whose value is 0 initially. If the symptom / sign is present in a transaction, then δ_count is increased. A frequent 1-sequence consists of a symptom/sign for which the sum total of δ_count is greater than or equal to a pre-defined threshold. The course of action will be continued for all the symptoms/signs existed in the datasets.

Then a candidate generation process is used to generate candidate 2-sequence. After that the frequencies of 2-sequences are computed by making passes through the dataset and the procedure is repeated for higher sequences too. The pseudocode for k-sequence mining procedure is given below.

Algorithm2 (For finding FS[k]= the frequent sequence of size-k)

FS[1]=the sequence frequent sequence of size-1.

k=2

do while FS[k-1]!=null
Generate candidate sequences CS[k]= set of candidate k-sequences, k-sequence is an ordered lists of symptoms/signs of the form Ø = (Ø[1]→Ø[2]→...→Ø[k]).
Prune (CS[k])
for all input sequence t in the dataset Ω
do increment count of ØCS[k] if (s≤θ)
FS[k]={Ø∈CS[k] such that frequency(s) surpass the threshold)

The algorithm has two essential sub-processes i) Generation of Candidate and ii) Pruning. The method of generating candidate for next level is quite analogous to one discussed in [3]. For this, any pair of frequent sequence is joined for which all the symptoms/signs up to previous but the last symptoms/signs are same. Likewise pruning sub-process checks the availability of all subsequences of the candidate in the previous level. If any of the subsequences is found to be missing in the prior level, the candidate will be removed. The pseudocodes for the two sub-processes are given below.

Candidate sequence generation with the given FS[k-1]
gen_candidate_sequence(FS[k-1])

CS[k]:= ∅
for all (k-1)-sequences s_k1 ∈ FS[k-1]
for all (k-1)-sequences s_k1 ∈ FS[k-1]
if s_k1[1]= δ_k1[1]→ δ_k1[2]= δ_k1[2]→...→δ_k1[k]= δ_k1[k]-1 →δ_k1[k]-1 → δ_k1[k]-1
then s_k1 = (δ_k1[1]→ δ_k1[2]→...→δ_k1[k-1]→δ_k1[k-1])
and s_k2 = (δ_k2[1]→ δ_k2[2]→...→δ_k2[k-1]→ δ_k2[k-1]→ δ_k2[k-1])

CS[k]:= CS[k]-{s_k1, s_k2}

Pruning

prune(CS[k])
for all s_k ∈ CS[k]
for all (k-1)-subsequences s_k1 of s_k having same starting disease
if s_k1 ∈ FS[k-1]
then CS[k]:= CS[k]-{s_k}

The above method supplies the set of frequent sequences where every frequent sequence is an ordered list of one or more symptoms/signs. Here a frequent sequence may fully or partially correspond to breast cancer or even may not correspond to breast cancer.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For this purpose, we have used a Breast Cancer dataset [9] and the dataset is described in Table-I as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>No. of instances</th>
<th>No. of attributes</th>
<th>Missing values</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Date of donation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>15/05/1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Breast Cancer dataset contains 286 female patients of different categories based on class, age group, menopause, tumor-size, inv-nodes, node-caps, deg-malign, breast, breast-quad, irradiate, most of them are categorical attributes. Initially the data preprocessing is made to create the dataset into sequences symptom / sign which are input to the process. Then the aforesaid algorithm is applied to the input sequences of varied sizes by taking the threshold value 0.4 (θ = 0.4).

The limited observation of the investigated outcome is articulated in tabulated form using Table-II, then graphically in Figure 2 and finally using bar diagram in Figure 2.

Table -II: Frequent sequences vs Datasets sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset record’s no.</th>
<th>Frequent sequential patterns no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Fig2: Frequent sequence vs sizes of breast cancer datasets
An algorithm is discussed in this paper used for extracting patterns in the form of sequence from breast cancer datasets. A Breast cancer data is a gathering of records containing the breast cancer related information, about the patient from her first visit in the hospital to the last visit. The gathered records are ordered in according to the time or date of visit in the hospital. The sequential patterns will let us know causal relationship of different symptoms / signs of disease in certain specified number of women breast cancer patients. The algorithm follows an A-priori based method where the sequences are extended by one symptom /sign after each iteration. Finally, the algorithm is implemented with a breast cancer dataset available in UCI machine repository.

The frequent sequence can be used to determine the causes of breast cancer before its actual occurrence on a women body. In other words it would be helpful in the prediction of breast cancer. This in turn would assist the medical practitioners to treat the breast cancer patient in a better way which would raise the chance survivability of the patients.

To extract the sequential patterns it’s better to use a dataset collected over a long period time. However a breast cancer dataset may consists of the information about the patients after the occurrence of breast cancer in patient’s body, so we can integrate the health data of the breast patients collected from the previous couple of years. It is not problematic as most of the advanced countries, the ministry of health is maintaining a centralized database of its people collected from the childhood or from their birth. If this can be done then more precise sequential patterns can be extracted leading to the better treatment of the disease. In future, the works can be done in the following directions:

- Use of healthcare data with the breast-cancer dataset.
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